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Author Guidelines
General
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The content to be sent to e-magazine should be original.
Kindly send your content only at emagazine@gndu.ac.in and mention the topic in
the Subject line.
Please include your name, Class, Department and University Registration number.
The content of your submission should not be defamatory, offensive or unlawful in
any way.
There is no deadline for any submission (except in case of special issues). The
editorial board will review the received submissions once every month.
The author will be notified if his/her submission is accepted for publication purpose.

Short Stories
1.
2.
3.

The submissions should be submitted as a Microsoft Word file.
The word limit for submitting Short Stories is up to 3000 words.
Use Calibri 11 point Font, with double line spacing and 1” margins.

Photography, paintings, cartoons and comic strips
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The photograph, painting, cartoon and comic strip should be original and selfcreated.
Photograph should be accompanied by a caption to describe it.
Photograph should be of high resolution, at least 300 ppi and of 1600 by 1200 pixels,
so that it can be reproduced at 5 x 4 inches.
Photograph can be submitted in JPEG or TIFF format.
Please do not send printed digital photographs as will not be reproduced in good
quality for publishing in magazine.
Painting should be clearly scanned at a resolution of at least 300 ppi and sent in TIFF
or EPS format.
Cartoon and comic strip should be sent in PDF format.
Comic strip should not contain more than 6 sequential panel images set on one A4
size sheet.

9.

In addition, please closely follow the general guidelines for content submission.

Essays and columns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Essay/Column length should be 3000-4000 words limit.
Line spacing should be 1.5
Please attach your essay as an MS-Word doc AND paste the text into the body of
the e-mail.
Send ONE e-mail with all elements of your submission, not multiple e-mails with
various pieces and/or versions.
No pseudonyms (including the author), composite characters, or invented
situations may be used.
Essays must be previously unpublished. Work that has appeared online, on blogs,
etc., is considered to be previously published.

Punjabi Stories, Essays, Poems/Ghazals.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose the AnmolKalmi Punjabi Font in point size 14.
Use 1.5-line line spacing in the entire manuscript.
Left margin as well as Right margin should be 1.3. cm.
Top and bottom margins should be 1.5 cm each.

Hindi Stories, Essays, Poems/Ghazals.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose the KritiDev Hindi Font in point size 15.
Use 1.5-line line spacing in the entire manuscript.
Left margin as well as Right margin should be 1.3. cm.
Top and bottom margins should be 1.5 cm each.

